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animals have no place in the 21st century, and the protection is a

waste of resource. To what extent do you agree or disagree? Version

00105 Some people claim that the disadvantages of the car are more

than the advantages, do you agree or disagree? Version 00106

Although it is a freedom to use tobacco while some people think it

should be made illegal as the same way as other drugs. To what

extent do you agree or disagree？ What is your opinion? Version

00107 Some people believe that students who want to go to

university after graduation from high school should have about one

year’s time to get a job to obtain work experience or have a travel

to enlarge their vision. What are the advantages and disadvantages

regarding it and what is your opinion? Version 00108 Some people

said the government shouldnt put money on building theaters and

sports stadiums. they should spend more money on medical care

and education. Agree or not agree? Version 00109 The computers

are widely used in education and some people think teacher are not

play important role in the classroom. To what extend do you agree?

Version 00110 Many of the world’s languages and culture are

dying out. Give possible reasons and your recommendations.

Version 00111 Is it nature or nurture that plays a major role in the

development of personality? What is your opinion? Version 00112

Companies should encourage employees who work in a high



position to leave at the age of 55, in order to give opportunities to

new generation. Do you agree or disagree? Why? Version 00113

Some people think that university should not provide theoretical

knowledge, but to give practical training benefit to society. Do you

agree or disagree. Use your own experience and knowledge to

support your idea. Version 00114 People have different expectation

for jobs. Some people prefer to do the same job for the same

company and some people rather than change the job frequently.

Please show the advantages and disadvantages of these two views.

Version 00115 Some people think killing animals as food is cruel and

unnecessary. Other people disagree because meat is essential to

people. Discuss and give your opinions. Version 00116 Some

information in film books and on the Internet has bad influence on

young people and even on society. Some people think such

information should be controlled. Give your opinion on both sides

of view use your own experience and examples. Version 00117 Some

people think children should learn to compete, but others think that

children should be taught to cooperate. Express some reasons of

both views and give your own opinion. Version 00118 There is a gap

of living in cities and countryside. What are the reasons in your

country how can reduce the difference? Version 00119 Universities

should accept equal numbers of male and female study in every

subject. Do you agree or disagree. Version 00120 What are the

purposes of places such as museums and how should they be

funded? Version 00121 Some people think visitors to others

countries should imitated local custom and behaviors. Some people



disagree. they think the host country should welcome culture

different. Discuss the two views, and give your own opinion. Version

00122 Apparently, it would seem that people have rights to access

cigarettes and tobacco everywhere. In fact, however, smoking should

be banned thoroughly not only in public places, but everywhere.
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